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1. Product introduction of the 7 T diesel loader 

7 T diesel loader is one of our flagship products. It is popular among customers for its low 

price, durability and powerful horsepower. Our product advantages are as follows: 

·The body, head and arm of the whole car are made of high strength manganese steel, 

which is resistant to extrusion and wear and no deformation. 

·The whole car body adopts baking process, paint adhesion is strong, never change 

color. 

·The bucket adopts computer optimization design, single tip bucket cylinder, "Z-shaped 

rotary bucket structure", to achieve a huge shovel force. 

·The whole car adopts the oil cylinder imported from Japan, durable. 

 

2. Product parameter of the 7 T diesel loader 

performance overall dimensions(mm) 8860*3430*3478 

7 T Diesel Loader 
You are welcomed to come to our factory to buy 

the latest selling, low price, and high-quality 7 T 

diesel loader.Hilima’s products are preferred by 

customers in a number of industries for two 

reasons: they are designed and manufactured to 

high quality standards, and they are reasonably 

price. 
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rated load(kg) 7000 

bucket capacity(m3) 3.0 

operating weight(kg) 19700 

dumping height(mm) 3050 

 

3. Product feature and application of the 7 T diesel 

loader 

 

 

Detailed parameters 

engine 

engine model WEICHAI WD10G220E21 

rated power 
(KW) 

192 

type 
inline, water cooling, four stroke, direct injection, 
6cyliner, turbo charge 

transmission 

Gearbox counter shaft power shift 

converter 315 

gear shift Planetary power shit, 2F1R 
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model of axle 7T  hub reduction axle 

tyre tyre size 25.5-25 

 service 
braking 

Air-on-oil caliper-disc 
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